
Noise Tolerant Learnability via the DualLearning ProblemShai Fine Ran Gilad-Bachrach Shahar MendelsonNaftali TishbyInstitute of Computer ScienceThe Hebrew UniversityJerusalem 91904, IsraelEmail: ffshai,ranb,marsmen,tishbyg@cs.huji.ac.ilAbstract. Much of the research in machine learning and neural compu-tation assumes that the teacher gives the correct answers to the learningalgorithm. However, in many cases this assumption is doubtful, sincedi�erent sorts of noise may disable the learner from getting the correctanswers all the time. The noise could be caused by noisy communica-tion, human errors, measuring equipment and many other causes. Insome cases, problems which are eÆciently learnable without noise, be-come hard to learn when noise is introduced [3]. Partial answers to thenoisy learning problem are known for speci�c classes, ([11]), but in gen-eral, no simple parameters are known which distinguish between classesthat are learnable in the presence of noise and those which become hardto learn. The goal of this work is to introduce such parameters.We use the Membership Query model to show that if the VC-dimensionof the dual learning problem is moderate and if the dual learning prob-lem is dense in some sense, then the class is learnable in the presenceof persistent random classi�cation noise. We show that our assumptionshold for a variety of learning problems, such as smooth functions, gen-eral geometrical concepts, and monotone monomials. We are particularlyinterested in the analysis of smooth function classes. We show uniformupper bound on the fat-shattering dimension of both the primal and duallearning problem which is derived by a geometric property of the classcalled type.1 IntroductionIn the PAC learning model it is assumed the learner has access to an oracle (ateacher) which randomly picks an instance from the sample space and returnsthis instance and its correct label according to the rule (concept) one wishesto learn. In real life problems, the existence of such oracle is doubtful: humanmistakes, communication errors and various other problems prevent us fromgenerating such an oracle. In these cases, a realistic assumption would be thatthe learner has access to some sort of a noisy oracle. This oracle may haveinternal mistakes which prevent it from generating the correct labels constantly,



or even inuence its ability to randomly select points from the sample space. Avariety of noise models appear in literature, ranging from random classi�cationnoise (in which only the labels of the instances are a�ected in such a way that theprobability of receiving a correct answer from the oracle is better then randomguessing [2]), to the malicious noise model, in which the oracle reacts to thelearner's actions by changing attributes and labels in an adversary manner [12].While the Vapnik-Chervonenecis dimension ([19],[4]) completely character-izes PAC learnability of classes of f0; 1g-functions, the case of learning in a noisyenvironment is unresolved. Nevertheless, in a variety of cases one can show thateven in the presence of noise learning is possible. Kearns [11] presented the modelof Statistical Queries (SQ) and proved that if a class is learnable with SQs thenit is also learnable in the presence of random labeling noise and presented a vari-ety of problems in which this approach may be applied. Since Kearns' pioneeringpaper, much work was done on the subject of learning in a noisy environment[6, 10], however, little is known regarding the properties which make a conceptclass robust to noise. In this study we try to characterize those conditions.We suggest two requirements: learnability and a density feature both ofwhich, with respect to the dual learning problem. These requirements enablethe learner to �nd many instances to which the target concept assigns the samevalue as to the given instance. We show that if the two assumptions hold, thenit is possible to learn in a noisy environment. To this end, we introduce a generalscheme which assumes the presence of a Membership Query (MQ) oracle.A Membership Query oracle is a mechanism which enables the learner tosample the values of the target functions on speci�c instances which he chooses.The existence of such a mechanism provides substantial power to the learner,hence, this assumption may be regarded as questionable. However, in some cases,the MQ oracle can be eÆciently simulated to meet our needs [8].Throughout this paper we denote by 
 the sample space and by H thehypotheses class. We endow H with a known probability measure p, and assumethat the target concept ct 2 H was selected according to p (Bayesian Learning).Set � and Æ to be the accuracy and con�dence parameters respectively. Let d bethe VC dimension of the primal learning problem and put d� the VC dimensionof the dual learning problem. Denote by � is the noise rate1 , hence 0 � � < 12 .Our main result connects the ability to learn in the presence of persistentnoise2 with the complexity of the dual learning problem and its density features(cf. section 3).Theorem 1. For any eÆciently learnable problem, if the dual problem is eÆ-ciently learnable and dense then there exists a learning algorithm L which usesthe MQ oracle, such that for every �; Æ > 0, and a noise corrupted sample, Llearns the primal problem usingPoly(n; 1� ; 1Æ ; 11� 2� ; d) (1)1 We shall often use the term learning parameters to address all the parameters above.2 once an instance's label is set, repeated sampling of the same instance does notchange it.



samples, and in time Poly(n; 1� ; 1Æ ; 11� 2� ; d; d�) (2)where n is the size of an instance (input dimension).The proof we give is constructive: we present an algorithm which satis�es (1)and (2). Note that if d� is bounded by some polynomial in the other learningparameters, this algorithm learns eÆciently.The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In section 2 we de�ne the duallearning problem and discuss its implications briey. Section 3 is devoted to thenotion of a dense learning problem. In section 4 we present the construction of ourscheme { which provides noise robustness to any learning problem which meetsthe learnability and density criteria of the dual learning problem (A few simpleapplications for binary values functions are presented in appendix A). In section 5we generalize our discussion to real valued functions. We focus our attention toclasses of continuous functions, discuss the concept of type and its applicationsto learning theory, and demonstrate the applicability of the suggested paradigmto classes of suÆciently smooth functions. We conclude with closing remarks andseveral leads for further study (section 6).2 The Dual Learning ProblemA learning problemmay be characterized by a tuple h
;Hi where
 is the samplespace and H is the hypotheses class. Learning can be viewed as a two playergame: one of them, the teacher, picks a target concept, while his counterpart,the learner, tries to identify this concept. Di�erent learning models di�er in theway the learner interacts with the teacher (PAC's Sampling Oracle, StatisticalQueries, Membership Queries, Equivalence Queries, etc.) and in the method inwhich the learning performance are evaluated.Every learning problem has a dual learning problem [17] which may be char-acterized by the tuple hH; 
i. In this representation the learning game reverses:�rst the teacher chooses an instance !0 2 
 and then the learner tries to approx-imate this instance by querying on the value !o assigns to di�erent functions.Note that each instance ! can by viewed as a function Æ! on H such thatÆ!(h) = h(!). We denote this collection of functions by 
�. Given a prior prob-ability measure on the hypotheses space, then�
 �Æw; Æbw� = Pr (fh 2 H : h (w) 6= h ( bw)g) (3)is a pseudo-metric on 
. Thus, the distance between two functions Æw; Æbw 2 
�is the probability that an hypothesis h, drawn from H according to p, does notassign the same label to both w and bw.To clarify this notion we present two dual learning problems:{ Let 
 be the interval [0; 1] and set H to be the class of all intervals [0; a]where a 2 [0; 1]. If ! is an instance and ha is the hypothesis [0; a] then



ha(!) = 1 if and only if a � !. Turning to the dual learning problem, notethat Æ!(ha) = 1 if and only if ! � a. Hence, the dual learning problem isequivalent to learning intervals of the form [!; 1] where ! 2 [0; 1].{ Let 
 = IRn, and put H to be the class of linear separators (Perceptrons),i.e., hx 2 H is the hypothesis which assign to each ! 2 IRn the labelsignhx;wi. Therefore, the dual learning problem is the problem of learninglinear separators, implying that this problem is dual to itself.The VC-dimension of the dual learning problems (also called co-VC ) obeysthe inequalities [15]: log (d) � d� � 2dwhere d is the VC-dimension of the primal problem and d� is the co-VC. Thisgives in a worst case scenario an exponential gap in the complexity of the twoproblems. However, in both examples presented here and in most realistic casesthis gap is only polynomial. This observation makes Theorem 1 interesting formany noise corrupted learning problems (cf. Troyansky's thesis [18] for a com-prehensive survey of dual representation). In section 5 we broaden the discussionto handle concepts which are not f0; 1g -functions. Thus, we replace the notionof VC-dimension with fat-shattering dimension. We show that for classes whichconsist of suÆciently smooth functions, both the fat-shattering and the co-fat-shattering have an upper bound which is polynomial in the learning parametersand enables eÆcient learning of the dual problem.3 Dense Learning ProblemsA learning problem is dense [7] if every hypothesis has many hypotheses whichare close but not equal to it.De�nition 1. A learning problem h
;Hi is dense with respect to the probabilitymeasure D if for every h 2 H and every � > 0 there exists h0 2 H such that0 < Prx2D[h(x) 6= h0(x)] < �.The density property is distribution dependent: for every learning problemthere exists a distribution in which this learning problem is not dense. Indeed, ifthe distribution is singular, i.e., supported on a �nite set , the problem cannot bedense. If a learning problem is indeed dense, any hypothesis can be approximatedby in�nite number of hypotheses 3.We would like to extend the de�nition of a dense learning problem to �nitehypothesis classes as well. We replace the demand of approximating h for every �,by the same demand for every polynomial �. In the above de�nition it is requiredthat each hypothesis h can be approximated by in�nite number of hypotheses. Inthe �nite case we replace the in�nity assumption by a super-polynomial numberof approximating hypotheses.3 An alternative de�nition would be that for any h there exists in�nite number of h0such that Prx2D[h(x) 6= h0(x)] < �. Note that the two de�nitions are not identical.



De�nition 2. Let l be the index of a �nite class Hl. A sequence of �nite learningproblems h
l;Hli, is dense with respect to the probability measure Dl if for everypolynomial p(l) and every h 2 Hl there exists a set Hl � Hl of size superpolynomial in l such that for every h0 2 Hl, 0 < Pr!2Dl [h(!) 6= h0(!)] < 1=p(l).In both de�nitions the governing idea is that each hypothesis can be approx-imated using large (in�nite or super-polynomial) number of hypotheses.4 Applying Noise Robustness to a Learning ProblemWe now present our conversion scheme. We apply noise robustness to any learn-ing problem which satis�es the requirements of learnability and density w.r.t itsdual learning problem. Our scheme is based on the following simple argument.Our object is to "clean" a noise corrupted sample, i.e., to restore the correctlabel of every instance in the sample. Since the noise is persistent, constantsampling by MQ wont do the trick. However, if there are enough instances inthe sample space to which the target concept assigns the same label, it is enoughto sample such instances and use majority vote. The problem is to identify thoseinstances. To this end, we use the dual learning problem. The requirementsof learnability and density ensure that with high probability, for any instance!, the dual learning algorithm will �nd many instances !0 such that almostall concepts assign them with the same label. Since the learner of the primallearning problem knows the dual target ! and the probability measure on H(the Bayesian assumption), he can provide a clean sample to the dual learningproblem. Hence, the dual learning problem is noise free and therefore far moreeasy.The detailed algorithm is as follows:1. Pick a random sample S = f!1; : : : ; !mg, where m = Poly(n; 1� ; 1Æ ; d).2. For each instance !i 2 S,{ By simulating the dual learning problem k = Poly� 11�2� ; log(mÆ )� times,generate an ensemble Si = �!1i ; : : : ; !ki 	 such that every !ji is Æ=m closeto !i in the dual representation.4{ Use MQ to get a label for every !ji 2 Si.{ Assign a label to xi based on majority vote over the labels of Si3. Learn the primal learning problem using the newly assigned labels of S.As stated it Theorem 1, the sample complexity of the algorithm is m � kwhich is polynomial in the learning parameters. The time complexity dependspolynomially on the same parameters as well as the VC-dimension of the dualproblem. The proof that the algorithm is correct is straightforward, and followsusing the union bound and the Cherno� bound.4 The density requirement guarantees that it is possible to �nd many such di�erentapproximating instances.



As shown in appendix A, it is possible to use this paradigm for a large varietyof problems. Geometric oriented concepts such as neural networks, and generalgeometric concepts, boolean problems such as monotone monomials and manyother problems, all have a dense and moderate dual problem. Therefore, thisparadigm may be used to solve such problems. Note that the class of parityfunctions does not satisfy our assumptions. Indeed, although the learning prob-lem is dual to itself, the density property is violated, since every two di�erentinstances disagree on exactly half of the hypotheses.5 Dealing with classes of continuous functionsNext, we present an example in which the concepts are continuous functions: Forevery given !0 we attempt to �nd \many" instances !, such that for most of theconcepts f , f(!) is \almost" f(!0). When the concepts are continuous functions,it is natural to search for the desired ! near !0. However, if there is no a{prioribound on the modulus of continuity of the concepts, it is not obvious when !is \close enough" to !0. Moreover, in certain examples the desired instances arenot necessarily close to !0, but may be found \far away" from it (cf. App. A.3).In general, the question of learnability of the dual problem may be dividedinto two parts. The �rst is to construct a learning algorithm L which assigns toeach sample Sn = ff1; :::; fng a point ! such that for every fi, jfi(!)� fi(!0)j <". The second part is to show that the class of functions 
� = fÆ!j! 2 
g onH satis�es some compactness condition (e.g., a �nite fat-shattering dimensionsV C"(H; 
�)).5.1 Estimating V C"(H;
�)As a starting point, recall the following standard de�nitions and notation: given anormed space (X; k k), letX� be the space of the continuous linear functionals onX . The norm on X� is given by kx�k = supkxk=1 jx�(x)j. Each Banach space Xis isometrically embedded in the space of continuous functionals on X�, denotedby X��, via the duality map x ! x�� given by x��(x�) = x�(x). Put B(X) theunit ball of X and B(X�) the dual unit ball.De�nition 3. Let (X; k k) be a Banach space consisting of functions on 
 �IRd. We say that X has a reproducing kernel if for every ! 2 
, the evaluationfunctional Æ! is norm continuous.Note that if the class H is a subset of such a space X , then the questionof dual learning is always a linear learning problem in the following sense: the\base" space is now H, and we wish to learn the continuous linear functional Æ!.In other words, 
� � X�.We will show that if H is a subset of a Banach space with a reproducingkernel and if 
� is a bounded subset of X�, then the fat-shattering dimensionV C"(H; 
�) is �nite for every " > 0 { provided that X satis�es a geometricproperty called type.



Recall that a Rademacher random variable on [0; 1] is of the form r(t) =sign(sin(2n�t)) for some n. Hence, it is a symmetric f�1; 1g{valued randomvariable.De�nition 4. A Banach space X has type p, if there is some constant C suchthat for every x1; :::; xn 2 X,Z 10  nX1 ri(t)xi dt � C (kxikp)1=p (4)where ri(t) are i.i.d. Rademacher random variables on [0; 1].The basic facts concerning the concept of type may be found, for example,in [13] or in [16]. Clearly, for every Banach space (4) holds in the case p = 1. Ifwe set T (X) = supfpjX has type pg (5)then it follows that T (X) 2 [1; 2]. For example, Hilbert spaces and Lp spacesfor p � 2 have type 2, thus, if X is a Hilbert space or if X = Lp for p � 2 thenT (X) = 2 and the supermum is attained.The case which interests us the most, is that of Banach spaces with a non{trivial type (i.e. T (X) > 1) in which the evaluation functionals are uniformlybounded. The classical example for such spaces is that of the Sobolev spacesW k;p, (cf. [9] for the basic facts regarding Sobolev spaces, or [1] for a compre-hensive survey). An example of such a space is W 1;2(0; 1), which is the space ofcontinuous functions f : [0; 1] ! IR, for which the derivative f 0 belongs to L2with respect to the Lebesgue measure. The inner product on this space is givenby hf; gi = R 10 (fg + f 0g0)dx.The concept of type may be regarded as a learning theory parameter, be-cause of the striking fact that T (X) = 1 if and only if for every integer n, then{dimensional simplex can be linearly embedded in B(X) by an operator Tn,such that kTnkT�1n  � C, where C is a universal constant (see [16]). The abil-ity to embed a simplex f0; Tx1; :::; Txng such that kTxjk = ", is measured byV C"(B(X); B(X�)). Indeed, given any classi�cation of the vertices of the em-bedded simplex, there is a linear functional which separates the vertices suchthat the size of the margin is ". The norm of this functional in X� is determinedby the ability to embed the simplex in B(X) (see [14]).It turn out that V C"(B(X); B(X�)) is determined by the type of X :Theorem 2. ([14]) For every in�nite dimensional Banach space X the fat-shattering dimension V C" (B(X); B(X�)) is �nite if and only if T (X) > 1.If T (X) = p and p0 < p then there are constants C and c such thatc�1"� pp�1 � V C" (B(X); B(X�)) � C �1"� p0p0�1If X has type p = T (X) then V C" (B(X); B(X�)) = 
 � 1"� pp�1



Corollary 1. Assume that X is a Banach space which has a non trivial type andthat H is a bounded subset of X. Assume further that the evaluation functionalsare uniformly bounded in X�. Then V C"(H; 
�) <1 for every " > 0.Proof: Clearly, we may assume that H is a subset of the unit ball of X , andthat 
� is a subset of the dual unit Ball. Hence, by our assumptions, for every" > 0 V C" (H; 
�) � V C" (B(X); B(X�)) <1 (6)From Theorem 2 it also follows that in certain cases the fat-shattering dimen-sion of the primal learning problem is also polynomial in the learning parameters.Indeed, note thatX has a non-trivial type if and only ifX� has a non{trivial type(see [16]). Also, (!1; :::; !n) is "{shattered by f 2 H if and only if (Æ!1 ; :::; Æ!n)is "{shattered by f�� 2 H��, where f�� is the image of f using the duality map.Thus, f��(Æ!) = f(!). Hence, if H is bounded in X , 
� is bounded in X� andX� has type p�, thenV C" (
;H) = O (V C" (B(X�); B(X��))) = O�1"� p�p��1 (7)Also, it was shown in [14] that the primal learning problem is eÆciently learn-able for classes of functions which are bounded subsets of Hilbert spaces withreproducing kernels in which the evaluation functionals are uniformly bounded.5.2 Approximating !0 on a sample of functionsNext, we turn to the problem of approximating !0 by some ! 6= !0 on any givensample Sk = ff1; :::; fkg. Note that when H consists of continuous functionson 
, then for every " > 0 and every sample f1; :::fk, there are in�nitely manyinstances !, such that jfi(!)� fi(!0)j < " for 1 � i � k. Indeed, since ff1; :::; fkgis a �nite set of continuous functions, they have a uniform upper bound for theirmodulus of continuity. Thus, there is some r > 0, such that if ! 2 B!0(r) and1 � i � k, then jfi(!)� fi(!0)j < ".Corollary 1 Let X be a Banach space consisting of continuous functions on
 which has a non{trivial type. Then, the dual learning problem has in�nitelymany solutions. In particular, hH; 
�i is dense.Proof: The proof follows because the class of functions 
� on the space His a uniform Glivenko{Cantelli class and since we are able to approximate Æ!0on any given sample of functions.



6 Concluding Remarks and Further ResearchThe main idea which motivated this study was to formulate a set of conditionsin which noise tolerant learnability can be achieved. We have proposed tworequirements: learnability and density of the dual learning problem. In a nutshell,these requirements suggest that the key to overcome noise lies in the ability toexploit useful information from the underline structure of the concept class andto approximate the target function. Adding an access to a MQ oracle, we wereable to device a conversion scheme which applies noise robustness to any learningproblem which meets these demands.In this presentation we handled only random classi�cation noise. However, itseems that our method works in many other noise models (e.g. malicious noise).This study suggests an hierarchy of the diÆculty in noise tolerance learnabil-ity via the dual learning problem: Some problems are learnable in the presenceof noise (monomials), while others are learnable only under the Bayes assump-tion (e.g. continuous functions). Note that some learning problems which arebelieved to be hard to handle in the presence of noise, indeed do not meet ourset of demands (e.g. parity functions).In section 5 we have generalized our scheme to handle real valued func-tions. We were able to show that when the space has a non{trivial type, thefat-shattering dimension of both the primal and the dual learning problem arepolynomial in the accuracy parameter ". One open problem we are interested in,is to generalize the techniques suggested in section 5 to handle f0; 1g-functionsas well. Note that when the concepts are not continuous functions, then themodulus of continuity will not be a useful parameter. We were able to obtainpartial results (measure dependent) provided that for every function the decisionboundary (the points in which the function is not continuous) is small in somesense.Finally, our construction provides a set of suÆcient conditions for noise tol-erance learnability. However, we believe that the essence of these conditionsreects fundamental principles which may turn out to be a step towards a com-plete characterization of noise tolerant learnability.References1. R.A. Adams. Sobolev Spaces, volume 69 of Pure and Applied Mathematics series.Academic Press, 1975.2. D. Angluin and P. Laird. Learning from noisy examples. Machine Learning,2(4):343{370, 1988.3. P. Bartlett and S. Ben-David. Hardness results for neural network approximationproblems. In In the proceedings of the 4'th European Conference on ComputationalLearning Theory, 1999.4. A. Blumer, A. Ehrenfeucht, D. Haussler, and Warmuth. M. K. Learnability andthe vapnik-chervonenkis dimension. Journal of the ACM, 36(4):929{965, 1989.5. N. H. Bshouty, S. A. Goldman, H. D. Mathias, S. Suri, and H. Tamaki. Noise-tolerant distribution-free learning of general geomtric concepts. In In the proceed-ings of the 28th Annual ACM Symposium of Theory of Computing, 1996.
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A Some Examples of UseMost of the paper is devoted to the introduction of the paradigm of learningwith noise and the case of smooth functions. In this appendix we present a fewother examples.A.1 Monotone MonomialsThe �rst problem we would like to present is a Boolean learning problem ofdiscrete nature { the problem of learning monotone monomials. In this problemthe sample space is f0; 1gn and the concepts are conjunctions (e.g. x1 ^x2 ^x5).The hypothesis class is H = fcI : I � f0; 1gng were cI(x) = Vi2I xi. To simplifynotation we will assume that x � [1::n], and c � [1::n] such that c(x) = 1 ()c � x. The dual learning problem for this class is learning monotone monomialswith reverse order, i.e., x(c) = 1 () x � c. Both the primal and the duallearning problems have the same VC-dimension, n.Instead of showing that the dual class is dense, we will give a direct argu-ment showing that the label of each instance can be approximated. Let Yx =fy � [1::n] : x � yg. Since the concept class is monotone, then if c(x) = 1 itfollows that for every y 2 Yx, c(y) = 1. On the other hand, if c(x) = 0 thenthere exists some i 2 c n x. Half of the instances y 2 Yx have i =2 y, implyingthat c(y) = 0 for each such y. Thus, Pry2Yx [c(y) = 0] � 1=2 with respect to theuniform distribution on Yx.Hence, if c(x) = 1 then Pry2Yx [c(y) = 0] = 0 whereas if c(x) = 0 thenPry2Yx [c(y) = 0] � 1=2. This allows us to distinguish between the two cases. Inorder to be able to do the same thing in the presence of noise we have to demandthat Yx is big enough. From the de�nition of Yx it follows that jjYxjj = 2n�jjxjj.It will suÆce to require that jjxjj � np for p < 1 with high probability, since inthis case jjYxjj is exponentially big. This condition holds for uniform distributionand many other distributions.Note that in this case there is no need for a Bayesian assumption, i.e., wedo not assume the existence of a distribution on the sample space. However,we have used a slightly relaxed de�nition of density in which for most of theinstances there exists a suÆcient number of approximating instances.A.2 Geometric ConceptsIn contrast to the previous example, when dealing with geometric concepts, thesample space and the concept class are both in�nite. For the sake of simplicityLet the sample space be IR2 and the assume that the concept class consists ofaxis aligned rectangles. In this case, the VC-dimension of the primal problemis 4 and dual problem has VC-dimension 3. Moreover if a \smooth" probabilitymeasure is de�ned on the concept class, it is easily seen that each instance !0 isapproximated by all the instances with distance r from it (when r depends onthe de�ned measure and the learning parameters). Therefore, this class is dense.



This example can be expanded to large variety of problems, such as neuralnetworks, general geometric concepts [5] and high dimensional rectangles. Wewould like to describe two methods of doing so.Using the Bayesian Assumption: Each geometric concept divides the in-stance space into two sets. The edge of these sets is the decision boundary ofthe concept. Assume that for every instance there is a ball around it which doesnot intersect the decision boundary of \most" of the concepts. Denote by Pra probability measure on H, and assume for every Æ > 0 there exists r > 0(r = r(Æ; !0)) such that Prh2H[B(!0; r) \ @h 6= �] < Æ (8)(B(!0; r) is the ball of radius r centered at !0 and @h is the decision boundaryof h). If (8) holds then all the points in the B(!0; r) can be used to predict thelabel of !0, and therefore, for verifying the correct label of !0.Geometric Concepts without Bayesian Assumption: A slightly di�erentapproach can be used when there is no Bayesian assumption. Given Æ > 0, thenfor every concept h there exists a distance rh > 0 such that the measure ofall points with distance smaller than rh from the decision boundary of h doesnot exceed Æ. If 0 < r = infh2H rh, then with high probability (on the instancespace) a random point !0 has a distance which is greater than r to the decisionboundary of the pre{selected target concept h. Hence, the ball of radius r around!0 can be used to select approximating instances.A.3 Periodic FunctionsIn this example we present a case where the approximating instances are not inthe near neighborhood of !0. Let 
 = IR and setH = fsin(2�t=p)jp is a prime g.Since the number of primes is countable, the probability measure on F is inducedvia a measure on IN : �(fng) = 1=n(n+1). Note that the F consists of periodicfunctions, but for each function, the period is di�erent. Given a point !0 2 IR,and a con�dence parameter Æ, there is a �nite set of functions A, such that�(A) � 1� Æ. Hence, the elements of A have a common period. Therefore, thereis some x, such that for every f 2 A and every m 2 IN, f(!0) = f(!0+mx). It isreasonable to assume that the noise in the primal learning problem is not periodic(because the elements of the class do not have a common period), therefore, itis possible to �nd many points which agree with !0 with high probability, butare far away from the metric point of view. Moreover, using the same idea, givenany sample f1; :::; fk 2 F , it is possible to construct an in�nite number of points!i which agree with !0 on the given sample. It can be shown the learning rule Lwhich assigns to each sample sk = ff1; :::; fkg one of the points !i, generalizeswell in the sense thatlimk!1PrfSkjsup!o2IRIE�(Æ!0 � ÆL(Sk))2 � �g = 0 (9)


